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ABSTRACT: 

Assam is one of the fastest developing and most important states in India. Hence, the growth and 

development of the state in all aspects including education is of utmost importance for both the state and 

central government. But unlike any other state lagging in education, Assam also has various shortfalls in 

the education department. This study is about presenting those shortfalls of the state in education, their 

consequences and some suggestions were also made on this behalf. In the shortfalls teacher administration 

and management, office related works, various loopholes in teacher or professor recruitment and teacher 

training progammes mis-orientations etc. are also discussed briefly. This study also reflects about the 

attitude of the office staffs and administrators of the education department. It also reflects about the roles, 

responsibilities of various teachers and deputed teachers. In the study some important suggestions and 

policy implications are provided for bringing some changes or modifications relate to the teacher 

management and administration, examination management, classroom management, role of various state 

examination boards with some infrastructural modifications are cited for the betterment of the educational 

scenario in the state of Assam.  

Key words: Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, Right To Education, Teachers Eligibility Test, Central Teachers 
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INTRODUCTION 

Till date many a scholars, educationists, philosophers, thinkers talk about education and its various aspects 

and why not it is the most important aspect of nation, society and peace building. But it is not to forget by 

education we are actually building or making our next generation ready for the future demands and 

challenges. By education only we teach our next generation to cope up with the future needs and their 

responsibilities. Hence, it is always needed for us look after each and every aspect of education and 

educational needs be fulfilled accordingly to build a stronger nation and peace and harmonious loving 

citizens of it. Hence, classroom management is talked all around always but the most crucial part of 

education is its last part i.e. examination or evaluation and examination or evaluation room management. It 

was seen that examination has been evolved to assessment and then to evaluation but the examination or 
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evaluation room management was not talked that as we talk about classroom management and lesson plans. 

It is always overlooked as a matter of discussion or has never given that much of importance. So, in this 

article we will discuss about evaluation or examination room management and its significance once again 

and how it is an integrated part of our education system and how it impacts the entire education system in 

its own way by impacting the educational policies and management and curriculum framework and 

educational politics. As such it is important in its own significant way so it is important discuss various 

issues and consequences related to it in a bold way and how it impacts government and private schools in 

rural and semi-urban areas specifically and also our education system. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

Improperly evaluated or examined individuals become less competitive and incompetent. Such 

incompetent individuals cause various chaos and riots. Incompetent individuals can share less in nation 

building. In future if those incompetent individuals fail in any examination or in recruitment then they 

would start mass movement with their incompetent leaders. E.g. Assam Police recruitment 2021-22 where 

many candidates who failed in physical examination due to their incapability, they started an agitation with 

a demand of re-recruitment. Another example of it is the latest (Teachers Eligibility Test) TET 2021-22, 

Assam teacher recruitment where many failed candidates started an agitation to get qualified or to cancel 

the entire TET 2021-22 recruitment process just because they failed. It is also a matter of concern that in 

the teacher recruitment candidates were not doing that agitation just because of their fault or misconception 

or because of their incompetence, the department of education and also SEBA (the TET 2021-22 

conducting authority) is also responsible for that. The reasons behind SEBA’s defective role are as below:- 

(i) Many of the TET aspirants contact numbers were compromised before their result 

declaration. As many of the TET candidates were getting SMS’s or WATSAPP messages to 

get good marks before declaration of their TET result. 

(ii) Question papers on some centers were compromised. 

(iii) In many of the TET examination centers sufficient or needful measures were not taken to 

stop malpractices. 

(iv) Sufficient measures were not taken to maintain the invigilator rosters. 

(v) In many centers reporters were seen entering the examination campuses with their cameras 

on. 

Anti-social and anti-national elements will get chance to get into the heads of the youngsters. Our nation 

will be compromised in all aspects.  Gross quality of the citizens will decline. 

Citizens will become more dependent resulting in a dependent leadership and dependent economy, 

security, food-security and in-turn dependent nation. Development will become slower. Dependency on 

others will make our nation slave again eventually. Incompetent parents of incompetent education system 

may support any demand for allowing unfair means in the examinations by their kids. 
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REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE: 

Dr. Sanchita Ranjan (2021), Drawbacks of the Indian education system, Education is always important 

for the all-round development of an individual, society and country. Education is an irreplaceable asset for 

any nation. It is the reason for which the citizens of a nation become responsible. In India every individual 

has the right to compulsory and free education. Educational is most vital in everybody’s life. It starts from 

one person’s very existence at his/her mother’s womb to ends at tomb. So, as a developing nation our 

system of education needs to be very strong. But, due to many shortfalls we are lagging behind. So, to 

minimize such problems we will have to make corrections in some of the processes of the system and some 

needs to be changed. 

Gautam M., Singh S. (2016), Education System in Modern India. It is a common saying “The world is 

aging, but India has youth on her side.” At the end of 2020 the average Indian population age will be 29. 

As a consequence “demographic dividend”, by 2040 one fourth of world’s work force will be provided by 

India. India’s current work force i.e. between the age group of 15-64 is around 430 million. In another two 

decades India will produce another 480 million workforce in addition to the existing one. To convert this 

workforce as an economic resource and to nurture their latent talent the human resource needs to be well 

educated and well trained. This article uses the fundamentals of the capability Approach to observe the 

gaps and loopholes within the Education system which would help in solving the problem stated, thereby 

making it possible to utilize the vast demographic dividend off our country. 

M.B. Buch (1983-88), “Fourth Survey of Research in Education, National Council of Educational Research 

and Training”. To spread the educational research and finding is one of the most important functions of 

NCERT. Through its journal and other publications the council does this usually. For every department 

NCERT has its own research, training an extension. Through extension only dissemination of research 

work is done for the last three decades. In the late sixties, the NCERT with an ally Erstwhile Department of 

field Services started the project of identifying innovative practices in schools and thus dissemination was 

through a proper network. 

Pooja Mehta, Problems Faced in the Progress of Education in India: lack of funds, expensive higher 

education, neglect of Indian languages, Problem of Brain drain, mass literacy, wastage of resources, 

general education oriented, problems of primary education etc. are the main  problems faced in the Indian 

education system. 

Trivedi A. M., Ten Loopholes of the Indian Education System, in this article he had mentioned the 

loopholes of Indian education system as: Industrial age values, Lack of autonomy and control, 

inauthentic learning, no room for passions or interests, differences in how we learn?, lecturing, lack of 

physical fitness awareness, lack of peer learning, domination of private tuition, ignorance of the poor 

children etc. 
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Zhu X., Liu J. (2020), Education in and After Covid-19: Immediate Responses and Long-Term Visions. 

Most countries in the world had closed schools and colleges temporarily for the prevention of COVID-19. 

Around 90% of the world’s student population was impacted due to COVID. Chinese educational 

institutions of all levels started innovative approaches for ensuring educational rights. 

OBJECTIVES:  

1. The main objective of this study is to identify various educational shortfalls or loopholes that the 

Education system of Assam has regarding the appointment of teachers, Asst. Professors etc. and 

various education department policies and related issues, classroom, evaluation and examination 

room management issues and also other departmental loopholes.  

2. To give a suitable solution to get considered by the policy makers to implement good and effective 

policies for the teacher/ professor appointment, better and result directive administration, better 

policies for examination and also better evaluation room management. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 

1. Are there no loopholes in the education system of Assam? 

2. Are the current appointment policies and system of the education department convenient for the 

applicants? 

3. Is the examination /evaluation process compatible? 

4. Does the classroom management have no shortfalls?  

MAJOR POINTS OF CONCERNS: 

Giving strict and clear guidelines about the maintenance of school based account records by block 

accountants only and not by H.M.’s or principals, as H.M.s or principals are not expert in all departments. 

Lack of designated accountant cum clerical staff in Upper primary or Middle English schools is also a 

point of concern as in an Upper Primary School there are many documents and records that has to be 

maintained. 

Proper teacher training facilities are not provided. e.g. the D.El.Ed. or teacher training which was provided 

by Assam government for in-service teachers was in ODL mode from KKHSOU and was not a valid 

degree for pursuing B.Ed. from IGNOU, though both of the universities are Open but IGNOU doesn’t 

validate it. Hence, many eligible teachers become deprived of uplifting their career from elementary to high 

or higher secondary classes. 

Moreover, recently a notification was published officially for high school and higher secondary school 

teacher’s recruitment where the B.Ed. pursued from IGNOU or from any other open university are not 

considered valid. Then what is the point of pursuing those degrees at the cost of teacher’s valuable time 

and money? 
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Moreover, if a teacher from elementary or from secondary section is eligible for the job of assistant 

professor, he/ she has to take official permission or NOC from the concerned authority, but their teaching 

experience is not counted in college or university level of recruitment even though working under same 

HRD or education department, which is very impractical and is not encouraging for teachers. 

The ongoing appointments of Assistant Professors in various colleges of Assam do follow the circular or 

guidelines provided by the D.H.E. Assam then what is the point of having UGC guidelines. There should 

be one nation and one law and one guideline in all fields.   

Suppose as per DHE for M.Phil. passed candidates 2 marks is allotted, but if a candidate is now eligible 

and wants to pursue M.Phil., then it is not available in Universities and for doing Ph.D. she or he needs at 

least 3 years. So, it is kind of discrimination. 

The appointment of Assistant professors and Associate professors and Principals of colleges are done in 

offline mode and the candidates have to apply to the colleges or the universities. For this reason for 

applying 10 colleges at least 10000/- to 25000/- is needed. Moreover, the candidates have to appear to each 

and every college for their personal interviews, which is also troublesome and very costly. Even in 

Elementary teacher’s appointment, the merit list of the candidates is prepared from the H.S.S.L.C. results 

onwards but in Assistant professors of colleges and universities appointment the merit is being prepared 

from the H.S.L.C. onwards as per D.H.E. But this guideline or amendment of D.H.E., Assam directly 

violates the UGC norms of appointment. D.H.E. of Assam also violates the eligibility criteria of Assistant 

Professors w.r.t. the age of the candidates. 

It is a known fact that open school higher secondary and high school leaving certificate examinations done 

in Assam are totally misleading the society and the state and has become one of the biggest market of 

educational business. As we all know the malpractices involved to get good marks and to get passed 

without even writing or attending this kind of open schooling exam is swallowing the society in its own 

way and is a real threat not only by making more black money for the persons involved the process but also 

is destroying the system of education. 

SUGGESTIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS: 

The allotment of marks should not only be based merely on the memorized theory written examination. 

From the upper primary level practical works on each subject should be made available. Luckily in our new 

education policy 2020 has this concept in it. Practical examinations or classes should be introduced from 

the early stages of schooling, as it will generate the practical thinking in the students mind and theoretical 

knowledge will automatically be given less importance. 

Yoga classes should be there from the elementary stages for confident, stronger and smarter Bharat. Sports 

classes should also be included ASAP in the curriculum with proper sporting equipment and infrastructure 

availability right from the lower classes. There should be sufficient number of sports universities in the 
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state. This is because, as a nation of more than 1.4 billion population we should have more share of medals 

in international sports meet, such as Commonwealth, Olympics.  

Choice base credit system or CBCS or choice of subjects system should be adopted as early as possible, 

even right from the elementary section, where in lower primary the concepts about the subjects will be 

developed and right from upper primary or secondary level practical works on those subjects will be 

taught. 

NCC and playground facilities have to be provided ASAP from the elementary section onwards. This will 

lead to the all-round development of the students. 

School merger program or amalgamation of schools should be done grossly for real-time management of 

teachers, students and schools. Apart from that, in town or market areas if any schools are located then 

those schools should be upgraded to Government English medium schools which follow ‘CBSE’ 

curriculum. In Assam, the government is also trying to lay some innovative steps where the upper primary 

section i.e. from class vi-viii the medium of instruction of mathematics and science will be in English from 

next session.  

Parent training programs should be done strictly and if needed incentives should be provided to parents for 

attending the programs. If GP level politicians are still involved in the system then through their minimal 

help those awareness programs could be done easily. 

Management courses or management induction trainings should be organized specifically for the 

Principal’s or Headmaster’s. If the head of any institution is not attending the management classes or the 

management certificates are not there with them then their candidature from the post should be revoked 

strictly. 

Office staffs, e.g. clerks, fourth grade staffs, LDC’s, UDC’s, Block, District, Director officers should also 

work 24X7 under the surveillance of active CCTV camera’s, as it is a known fact that from the offices only 

the delay in various activities, bribery etc. starts and honest teachers can do nothing against them, there is 

no place to complain about them also. Most of the corrupted officials demands bribery with as if they are 

private contractors. So, strict action and strict rules should be made under which any such kind of 

malpractice if found then they should immediately be terminated from their posts for good. All offices 

should be so well equipped with air tight rooms and AC facilities and also with bio-metric devices for entry 

and exit rules like corporate offices.  

All should fall in the same category of pension for their future security. Govt order No. PPG(P) 

416/2022/71 Dated Dispur, the 8th july, 2022 (source: DEE, Assam Website) is a govt. correspondence 

letter in this behalf and this initiative is praiseworthy and should be positively done with immediate effect. 

Installation of CCTV camera in schools will minimize the monthly expenses for the posts like CRCC etc. 

to a great extent. It also will be helpful in centralized monitoring classroom transactions. 
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Even CRCC’s also appoint resource person non-formally to run their monthly cluster meeting. So what is 

the point of keeping them as resource person? The post of CRCC should be removed from the system. 

Recently Govt. of Assam took a good initiative of revoking the attachments of CRCC who already served 5 

years as a CRCC as per Govt. order No. SSA/TT/CRCC Matter/187/2020/531 dated 02/08/2022, but when 

teacher’s requirement is high in the state it should be kept not more than 2 years. But after this order also 

most of the CRCC’s did not join their respective school duties due to a court case to stay in position. They 

also do not want to go back to their original post. This directly shows their intention of service. Hence, 

strict action should be taken to those unwilling CRCC’s in no time. 

The responsibility of MDM should be given to NGO’s to reduce the burden of teacher’s. As it is a good 

project it should be continued through centralized CMDM projects like “Akshaya Patra” of Karnataka. It 

seems in Assam also some pilot projects have been started which should be in effect in no time across the 

state. 

Teacher’s also has to be responsible for their actions. Hence, involvement of themselves in political, anti-

social and anti-governmental activities means they are way out of their teaching. Hence, strict action should 

be taken against them and if possible make some good few examples by dismissing some illegal 

practitioners from their jobs.  

Importance should be given on remedial teaching. If possible special teachers should be appointed for 

remedial teaching. “Utsav Vidyanjali” is a good initiative by the government. But till date many schools 

did not register themselves in this portal and it is still non-functional. 

Job definitions of block accountants and L.D.C.’s and U.D.C.’s should be highlighted on block, district and 

director office notice boards. Repeated change of their responsibilities is directly hampering the official 

processes. If someone is given a task then he or she should have finished that task within a stipulated time 

or else strict measures to be taken against them. 

Political influence should be minimized in educational field as much as possible. As it seems that many 

politicians are directly or indirectly violating Article 32 of the Indian constitution by various political 

malpractices. 

Curriculum should include contents which encourage nationalism rather secularism or communalism. The 

emphasis of the curriculum should be given on national heritage, integrity, unity and most importantly 

nation first. The original stories of the heroes of this land “Bharatbarsha” (ancient name of India) should be 

given more importance, rather glorifying the kings who destroyed our cultural heritage and educational 

institutions and also social systems. 

Many a contents in literature subjects are promoting anti-religious sentiments, which should be thoroughly 

verified and then let go for publishing. E.g. “Bhagtin Mosi” of “Hindi text book of class VI” is of that kind. 

Moreover, poems like “Paribo Na” and “Ajob Ghum” , were there in our Bengali text books in lower 

primary classes in 90’s, which themselves are tremendous motivational poem to encourage young learners 
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and is not available now a days. That poem and other such types of poems are evergreen, so those should 

return to our books. 

More and more motivational stories about our freedom fighters of various states, religion, community, 

ethnic groups, micro-communities should be included in our Social Science and literature books right from 

the very beginning of schooling to till the Master’s level. This will actually motivate many from the society 

and will actually educate the citizens of this nation about true democracy. The people also get to know that 

our independence was not fought by one or gifted to us, it was a joint effort by all and our ancestors fought 

for it, so there was a price for our independence and we should play our respective roles whole-heartedly 

and honestly.  

Installation of CCTV cameras would cost a lot for the government. It may be a matter of concern but if we 

think about the installation of water facilities during elections in all polling centers, then cost of installation 

of those water facilities were almost 1.5 lakhs per school, so CCTV’s can also be installed once and for 

good. AMC for those should be given to local service vendors who can solve the related problems in real 

time.  

B.Ed. pursued in open or regular or online mode should be made valid or open or online mode of B.Ed. 

learning should be stopped to save money and time. 

It is said that in European or American schools, the most highly educated teachers do teach in the 

elementary sections and their scale of pay is also high as compared to the teachers or professors of the 

colleges or universities. So, there should at least be a provision for elementary teachers to pursue higher 

education like Ph.D. or M.Phil. to upgrade their academic career to join in colleges or universities. 

If a person is working even in elementary schools then also their experience should be counted for the 

recruitment of Assistant Professor or Elementary Professor, because for applying for any other job that 

teacher has to apply through proper channel and if selected in that job has to take release from his/her 

higher authorities. If permissions are needed for even applying for another job then why not the experience 

of that employee is not counted? 

The appointment for the posts of Assistant professors and Associate professors should be made totally 

online primarily through online merit scores. This will save money and time for both the candidates and the 

college or university. Later on after selection on their merit out 10 or 5 top merit scorers can be called for 

personal interviews. 

The ongoing assistant professor recruitment has the fee submission process through demand drafts in most 

of the colleges, which is really an old and troublesome process for the candidates as government banks 

specially S.B.I. officials of rural and semi-urban branches do not want to indulge in draft making and even 

if they accept, their policy of dispatching drafts is after 5 pm. And if a person is in hurry then it won’t be 

possible for him to get a demand draft and submit it in office hours. So, the payment through demand draft 

should be changed to UPI or net banking or card payment modes. 
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Open schooling examinations should be stopped as early as possible for the safeguard of our future 

generation. It is directly an open source of educational malpractice and due to this many deserving 

candidates are depriving from their rights. And if it is continued then those examination centers should be 

minimized and each and every room of those examination centers should be under live CCTV coverage 

and duties given to the externals should follow the process of Assembly election, where the externals 

would know about their location of duty just on the day of duty. 
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